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The striated ciliary rootlet is a prominent cytoskeleton originating from basal bodies of ciliated cells.
Although a familiar structure in cell biology, its function has remained unresolved. In this study, we carried
out targeted disruption in mice of the gene for rootletin, a component of the rootlet. In the mutant, ciliated cells
are devoid of rootlets. Phototransduction and ciliary beating in sensory and motile cilia initially exhibit no
apparent functional deficits. However, photoreceptors degenerate over time, and mutant lungs appear prone
to pathological changes consistent with insufficient mucociliary clearance. Further analyses revealed a striking
fragility at the ciliary base in photoreceptors lacking rootlets. In vitro assays suggest that the rootlet is among
the least dynamic of all cytoskeletons and interacts with actin filaments. Thus, a primary function of the rootlet
is to provide structural support for the cilium. Inasmuch as photoreceptors elaborate an exceptionally enlarged
sensory cilium, they are especially dependent on the rootlet for structural integrity and long-term survival.
bound saccules, endoplasmic reticulum (ER), Golgi membranes, and mitochondria (19, 24). Finally, a role for rootlets in
intracellular protein transport has also been suggested (4).
Provision of structural support, organization of cellular organelles and participation in intracellular trafficking seem
plausible hypotheses, but none was tested directly.
It was recently shown that rootletin, a large protein composed almost entirely of coiled-coil domains, is a structural
component of the ciliary rootlet (26). It was suggested that the
ciliary rootlets are composed of polymerized rootletin fibers
bundled into thick filaments (26). In this study, we carried out
targeted disruption of the rootletin gene and confirmed that
rootletin is the major structural constituent of the ciliary rootlet. Our in vivo and in vitro analyses define the functions of the
ciliary rootlet.

The ciliary rootlet originates from the proximal ends of basal
bodies, the centriole-related structure that anchors the cilia,
and extends proximally toward the cell nuclei (5, 25). Prominent rootlets are associated with sensory cilia of photoreceptor
cells and motile cilia, such as those lining the respiratory tract,
oviduct, and brain ventricles. The retinal photoreceptor elaborates a single enlarged distal cilium known as the outer segment. The outer segment is packed with photosensitive membranous disks and specializes in phototransduction. It is among
the largest of all mammalian cilia, spanning approximately 25
m in length and more than 1 m in diameter. The outer
segment is linked to the cell body, the inner segment, through
a thin bridge called the connecting cilium (3). In a photoreceptor, the rootlet appears as a very thick striated filament that
traverses the entire cell body all the way to the synaptic terminal (17, 19, 26). In epithelial cells bearing motile cilia, rootlets appear as robust subapical filamentous networks.
A number of hypothetical functions have been ascribed to
the rootlets. Their cytoskeletal appearance suggests a role as a
critical support structure for the cilia, especially in situations
where mechanical stress is expected to be high. For example,
the junction where the photoreceptor connecting cilium meets
the inner segment may be particularly dependent on the rootlet for support against shear forces incurred during eye movements or trauma. Although motile cilia are tiny in comparison,
they may also be subjected to mechanical strain imposed by
vigorous ciliary beating. An additional role in the proper positioning or anchoring of cellular organelles is implicated by
the association of photoreceptor rootlets with membrane-

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Generation of rootletin mutant mouse. An 8-kb rootletin genomic fragment
containing exons 2 to 8 was amplified from 129/Sv mouse DNA by PCR. After
several steps of cloning, the 1.4-kb BamHI/EcoRI fragment and the 4.9-kb
EcoRI/DraI fragment of the resulting PCR product were inserted separately as
the short arm and long arm, respectively, into a modified pGT-N29 vector, which
contained a diphtheria toxin expression cassette as a negative selection marker
(Fig. 1A). The targeting vector was linearized and electroporated into R1 embryonic stem (ES) cells. Three ES clones were found to have the Neor gene and
additional intronic sequences inserted into intron 3 of the rootletin gene. Two
clones, 1H3 and 1H6, were microinjected into C57BL/6 blastocysts. The resulting
chimeras were crossed with C57BL/6 mice. Heterozygous and homozygous mice
were identified with respect to the targeted allele by PCR. The two mutant lines
had the same degree of disruption in mRNA and protein expression as shown by
reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) and Western blotting. We therefore focused our studies on the 1H3 line. All procedures on animals followed institutional guidelines. Littermate wild-type (WT) and, in many instances, littermate
heterozygote (⫹/–) mice were used as normal controls, as the latter had levels of
rootletin comparable to those of WT and normal-appearing rootlets (see Results).
Antibodies, Western blotting, immunofluorescence, and electron microscopy.
Rootletin, RPGR, rhodopsin, and cone opsin antibodies were described previously (9, 14, 26). Monoclonal anti-acetylated ␣-tubulin and antiactin antibodies
were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Monoclonal antitubulin (DM1A and DM1B)
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antibodies were from Abcam Limited. Immunoprecipitation, Western blotting,
immunofluorescence, and electron microscopy were performed as described
previously (26). To test for protein translocation between the photoreceptor
inner and outer segments, mice were adapted to the dark overnight. They were
anesthetized, and their pupils were dilated and exposed to bright light for 15 min
before being processed for immunofluorescence.
Cell culture, transient transfection, time-lapse video, and FRAP. COS-7 cells
were cultured and transiently transfected as previously described (26). Mouse
full-length rootletin or vimentin cDNA was expressed in the pEGFP-C2 vector.
For live-cell imaging, cells were grown on plastic plates in complete normal
growth medium with 25 mM HEPES. A heating plate (model 2412ps-12W-B30;
Brook Industries) was placed on the stage of the microscope to maintain the
temperature of the cells at about 32°C. Time-lapse video and fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) were performed with a confocal laser scanning microscope (model TCS SP2; Leica) using Leica confocal software. The
bleached regions of the cells were defined manually as about 1.5-m-wide bars
with a 1.2-m depth at the z axis. To bleach the fluorescence, three z-plates were
bleached one by one for a total of 5 min using 100% laser power. The postbleaching images were taken at 10-min intervals for a total of 110 min. The
intensities of the photobleached regions were measured and normalized to the
intensities of the same region before photobleaching (photobleaching effect) and
the neighboring regions at the same time point (autobleaching effect during the
recording). Control experiments were conducted using formaldehyde-fixed vimentin-transfected cells. Rootletin staining of cells immediately fixed after a
15-min bleaching demonstrated no damage to the integrity of rootletin fibers
from the bleaching (data not shown). Fast-stage fluorescence recovery usually
occurs within minutes after photobleaching (1, 16, 21). It may happen on the two
unbleached z-plates at the time when the laser beam bleaches the third z-plate.
Therefore, our FRAP protocol did not record fluorescence recovery at the fast
stage.
Measurement of the outer segment length and the number of the dissociated
outer segments. To measure the lengths of photoreceptor outer segments, we
used two methods. First, dissected retina was chopped finely in phosphatebuffered saline and spread on polylysine-coated glass slides. Pictures were taken
at random views through a 40⫻ objective on a microscope (model IX70; Olympus) using a digital camera (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc.). The length of the
dissociated outer segments was measured using Adobe Photoshop software. To
ensure that the dissociated outer segments were full length, only the ones with
connecting cilia attached were measured. Second, the dissected retina was fixed
overnight. The thickness of the outer-segment layer on the sectioned retina was
measured as the length of the outer segments under the microscope.
To compare the numbers of dissociated outer segments between the control
and mutant groups, gently dissected retina was gently sucked twice using a
smooth-opening glass pipette in 200 l of BGJb medium (Gibco). The number
of dissociated photoreceptors in the medium was counted using a hemocytometer (Reichert).
ERG and single-cell suction electrode recording. Electroretinogram (ERG)
recording was performed as described previously (12). Four mutant and three
littermate control mice were used for single-cell suction electrode recording as
described previously (13).
Measurement of ciliary-beating frequency. Primary cultures of mouse tracheal
epithelial cells and measurement of ciliary-beating frequency were performed as
previously described (29) with the following changes. Two-month-old mice were
sacrificed by intraperitoneal injection of Nembutal (12 ml/kg of body weight).
The trachea was removed between the larynx and the collarbone. In Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and penicillin-streptomycin, the trachea was cut into three pieces by severing between the
cartilaginous rings. Each piece was cut into two parts parallel to the length of the
trachea. With the curved mucous membrane facing up, the tissue was sliced into
strips with longitudinal rolling cuts across the cartilage rings. The final trachea
strips were placed onto rat tail collagen-coated glass coverslips and cultured in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium with 10% CO2 at 37°C for 3 to 5 days.
Analysis of lung pathology. Lungs were first fixed in methanol-acetone-acetic
acid (50:50:5) for about 1 h and then switched to 4% formaldehyde–phosphatebuffered saline. Fixed lungs were embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and stained
with hematoxylin and eosin. Under the microscope, lymphocyte infiltration was
analyzed according to the following standards: ⫺, no lymphocyte infiltration was
observed; ⫹, lymphocyte infiltration was observed in several small regions; ⫹⫹,
lymphocyte infiltration was found in many small regions; and ⫹⫹⫹, lymphocytes
infiltrated almost everywhere on the lung section. Charcot-Leyden crystals in
humans are enriched for galectin-10, but in mice similar crystals are highly
enriched for the protein Ym1 (7). Therefore, immunofluorescence with a Ym1
antibody (22) was done on paraffin sections of the lungs.

FIG. 1. Generation of the rootletin mutant. (A) Targeting strategy
for disrupting the rootletin gene. PCR primers for the identification of
the mutant and WT alleles are shown as arrowheads. (B) Identification
of the mutant allele by genomic PCR. (C) Analysis of the rootletin
transcript by RT-PCR shows the loss of the normal transcript (at 607
bp) and the appearance of an aberrant transcript (at 1,105 bp) in the
homozygous mutant. (D). The rootletin protein essentially disappears
in the homozygous mutant as shown on an immunoblot. The rootletin
level was minimally reduced in the heterozygotes. ␥-Tubulin is shown
as a loading control. ⫹/⫹, WT; –/–, homozygous mutant; ⫹/–, heterozygotes.

Statistical analysis. Persons performing quantitative measurements in most
instances were unaware of the genotypes. The Student t test was conducted to
compare the measured values for control and mutant mice. A P value of less than
0.05 was considered to indicate a significant difference between the two groups.

RESULTS
Loss of rootletin abolishes the formation of the ciliary rootlet. The targeted allele carried an insertion of the Neor expression cassette and additional sequences in the rootletin gene
(Fig. 1A) (see Materials and Methods). Genotyping by PCR
(Fig. 1B) found offspring of different genotypes at the expected
Mendelian ratios, indicating that homozygotes were viable.
Homozygotes appeared comparable to WT littermates in reproductive performance and general health. To determine
whether the targeted allele had been insertionally inactivated,
we analyzed rootletin expression in the retina, where its level is
normally the highest (26). RT-PCR using a primer pair spanning exons 3 through 7 detected no normal transcript in the
homozygotes; instead an aberrant, larger PCR product was
seen (Fig. 1C). By sequencing, this was found to result from a
498-bp insertion of the Neor C-terminal sequence, indicating
aberrant RNA splicing. Although the insertion did not result in
a frameshift, there was nevertheless little accumulation of a
protein product from the mutant transcript. As shown in Fig.
1D, immunoblotting detected only a trace amount of rootletinrelated polypeptide in the homozygotes, even after the blots
were overdeveloped. Thus, the targeted rootletin allele was
close to being a null allele.
To see whether the ciliary rootlet was ablated upon loss of
rootletin, immunofluorescence was performed on sections of
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FIG. 2. Absence of ciliary rootlets in photoreceptors (A, B, and D) and in airway epithelia (C) of the homozygous mutant. (A) By immunofluorescence, rootlets (red) are seen traversing the inner segments and to a lesser extent through the outer nuclear layer. These are absent in the
mutant. Cell nuclei (blue) were counterstained with Hoechst dye 33342. (B) Double labeling for RPGR (green; a connecting cilium marker) and
rootlets (red) shows rootlets extending proximally from the cilia in a WT mouse but appearing only as tiny speckles in the mutant. Note the gaps
between the cilium and rootletin staining where basal bodies are located. (C) Rootlets (red) are absent in the airway epithelia of the mutant.
Immunofluorescence and Nomarski images are superimposed. White arrows indicate the tips of motile cilia. (D) Loss of the rootlet revealed by
electron microscopy. In the WT (⫹/⫹) photoreceptor, a striated rootlet (arrows) originates from the basal bodies (BB) below the connecting cilium
(CC) and extends proximally. There is no rootlet in the mutant (–/–). The basal bodies are typically arranged at a right angle in the WT but appear
more longitudinally aligned in the mutant, where the rootlet is absent. (E) Schematic representations of a photoreceptor and an airway epithelial
cell. OS, outer segment; IS, inner segment; INL, inner nuclear layer; ONL, outer (photoreceptor) nuclear layer; TGN, trans-Golgi network. Bars,
10 m in panels A and B, 5 m in panel C, and 0.2 m in panel D.

retina and trachea. In the mutant retina, only rabbit Root6
antibody with the highest sensitivity, but not other rootletin
antibodies, detected a weak rootletin signal (Fig. 2). In contrast
to WT photoreceptors, where rootletin stained as prominent
filaments, the mutant had tiny speckles (Fig. 2A and B), restricted to what appeared to be the proximal ends of basal
bodies (Fig. 2B). Similarly, in airway epithelia strong immunofluorescence for rootletin fibers was seen in the WT, but only
traces of staining were present in the mutant. The residual
rootletin staining appeared just beneath the apical plate, juxtaposing to the row of basal bodies in these cells (Fig. 2C).
Electron microscopy confirmed the absence of rootlets in the
mutant, while robust striated rootlets were seen in the WT
photoreceptors (Fig. 2D). Survey by rootletin immunofluorescence showed loss of rootletin fibers in multiple ciliated epithelia, where rootlets are normally found (data not shown).

Together with previous findings that rootletin alone polymerizes into fibers resembling native rootlets in cell culture and
that no other proteins of comparable abundance coimmunoprecipitated with rootletin (26), these data support the notion
that the ciliary rootlet is composed of rootletin homopolymers.
Thus, rootletin is likely the sole structural constituent of the
rootlet.
The ciliary rootlet has no determinant roles in ciliary development and basal functions of the cilia. By light and electron microscopy, retinal photoreceptors and epithelia bearing
motile cilia appeared normal morphologically in younger animals (under 3 months) (Fig. 2). ERGs, elicited by flashes of
light, reflect signal transduction within rod and cone photoreceptors and excitation of the secondary retinal neurons. ERGs
of both rods and cones were found to be normal in the younger
mutant mice (data not shown). Single-photoreceptor record-
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FIG. 3. Flash responses of single rods and measurements of ciliary beating frequency. (A) Averaged responses of the mutant (–/–) and WT
(⫹/⫹) rods. The maximum amplitude was 11 pA for both rods. The flash monitor is shown below the responses. (B) Stimulus-response relations
for the WT (E) and mutant (F) cells in panel A. Results were fit (continuous lines) as follows: r/rmax ⫽ 1 ⫺ exp(⫺ki), where r was response
amplitude, i was flash strength, k was ln(2)/io, and io was the flash strength producing a half-maximal response. (C) Ciliary beating is normal in the
rootletin mutant mice. The upper panel shows recordings of a representative cilium from each group. The lower panel is a summary of basal ciliary
beating frequency (CBF) and responses to ATP from the mutant and WT controls. Both basal levels of ciliary beating and responses to the addition
of ATP are comparable between the mutant and the control. Normalized CBF, the ratio of CBF after the ATP addition to basal CBF; maximum
CBF, maximum normalized CBF; sustained CBF, normalized CBF at 210 s.

ings, which provide greater detail for response characteristics
of the rods, showed normal response kinetics (Fig. 3A; also see
Table 1) and flash sensitivity (Fig. 3B). Thus, disruption of
rootletin had no significant effect on phototransduction in
rods. Notably, whereas those mutant photoreceptors that did
respond to flash stimuli exhibited normal characteristics, a
large percentage of them failed to respond at all. These “dead”
cells were likely to have lost their membrane integrity attributable to the fragility of the mutant cells (see below for further
discussion).
To examine whether the ciliary rootlet is fundamental to the
movement of motile cilia, we analyzed the beating of tracheal
cilia in mutant mice. Cilia in the mutants were motile and beat
coordinately at a frequency similar to that of the WT (Fig. 3C).

TABLE 1. Flash response parameters of single rodsa
Mice

io
(photons 䡠 m⫺2)

Time to peak
(ms)

Integration time
(ms)

Rootletin⫺/⫺
WT

47 ⫾ 5 (13)
54 ⫾ 5 (16)

136 ⫾ 6 (12)
120 ⫾ 4 (14)

262 ⫾ 16 (12)
284 ⫾ 31 (12)

a
Values are means ⫾ SEM. Values in parentheses are numbers of rods. io is
the flash strength at 500 nm producing a half-maximal response. Time to peak
and integration time refer to dim-flash responses whose amplitudes were ⬍0.2
rmax. The dim-flash response has the same kinetics as the single-photon response.
Integration time is the response integral divided by response amplitude. P values
(t test) were as follows: for io, 0.28; for time to peak, 0.04; and for integration
time, 0.55.

The upswings in beating frequency upon addition of ATP were
also comparable between the mutant and WT (Fig. 3C). Moreover, a defect in ciliary motility is thought to underlie the
randomization of left-right asymmetry by abolishing a leftward
flow of extraembryonic fluid during early development (15).
No defects in left-right body axis determination were found in
the homozygous mice. The sensory cilia may also move at a
much lower rate. Photoreceptor inner and outer segments are
aligned along different axes (10). Cells at the posterior retina
are vertically aligned, but those at the peripheral retina have
outer and inner segments at an angle to each other, presumably for the purpose of optical alignment (Stiles-Crawford effect) (20). An active movement mechanism is thought to maintain this alignment (2). Examination of retinal sections showed
that the alignments of inner and outer segments were similar
between the mutant and controls. These observations suggest
that the ciliary rootlet is not fundamental to ciliary motility.
Protein trafficking between the inner and outer segments of
photoreceptors is highly active. The facts that rootlets span the
entire length of the photoreceptor cell bodies, that rootletin
interacts with the kinesin light chain (26), and that a previous
study implicated rootlets as a route for the transport of the
peripherin/RDS protein (4) prompted us to examine a putative
role for the rootlet in protein trafficking. A hypothesis was that
the rootlet might help organize a track system along which
movements of molecular motors take place. If it did play such
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FIG. 4. Retinal degeneration and lung lymphocyte infiltration in the rootletin mutant. (A) Defective outer segments and reduced nuclear layer
thickness were seen at 18 months of age in mutant (–/–) retinas. There was variability in the extent of photoreceptor degeneration within the retina,
with severely affected areas having no outer segments remaining (left panel) and better-preserved areas having shortened and disorganized outer
segments (middle panel). (Right panel) Age-matched control. (B) Immunofluorescence shows mislocalization of rhodopsin and cone opsin in
mutant photoreceptors. Nuclei (blue) were counterstained blue with Hoechst dye. (C) ERGs show reduced a-wave (arrows) amplitudes in the
mutant (–/–). (Left) Representative ERG tracings. (Right) Bar graphs comparing ERG a-wave amplitudes (means ⫾ standard errors of the means
[SEM]; nine mice were used for each genotype; P ⬍ 0.05) of the mutant (–/–) and control (⫹/–). (D) Increased lymphocyte infiltration in the
mutant lung. (Upper panels) Hematoxylin- and eosin-stained lung sections showing an increase in lymphocyte infiltration in the mutant lungs (blue
nuclear stain). A control lung graded “–” and a mutant lung graded “⫹⫹⫹” are shown. (Lower panel) Bar graph showing the grade (as defined
in Materials and Methods) distribution among mutant and control lungs. RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; OS, outer segment; IS, inner segment;
ONL, outer (photoreceptor) nuclear layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; IPL, inner plexiform layer. Bars, 10 m.

a role and if this role was nonredundant, then the highly
specific localization patterns of the outer segment proteins
would not be maintained. To investigate this issue, we examined the subcellular localization of rhodopsin, cone opsin, and peripherin/RDS in rootlet-null photoreceptor cells.
They were found to have a normal distribution (data not
shown). Transducin and arrestin undergo rapid light-driven
movement in normal photoreceptors (18, 23). This movement was found to also occur in the rootletin mutant photoreceptors (data not shown). Finally, a defect in protein
trafficking may lead to shorter outer segments by retarding
their initial development or subsequent renewal. We found
normal lengths of photoreceptor outer segments on postnatal day 20, when photoreceptors are still developing, and on

day 60, when photoreceptors are fully mature (data not
shown). Thus, any participation of the ciliary rootlets in
trafficking pathways must be at least partially redundant and
was not detected by our assays in this study.
The rootlet is required for long-term maintenance of ciliated
cells. Although the “rootletless” photoreceptors initially had
normal histology and function, their life span was reduced. At
18 months, mutant retinas showed clear signs of photoreceptor
degeneration. These include shortening, disorganization, and
loss of the outer segments, reduced thickness of the cell nuclear layer (Fig. 4A), and mislocalization of rod and cone
opsins (Fig. 4B). ERG measurements of 18-month-old mutant
mice found a significant reduction in the a-wave amplitude
(Fig. 4C), which could be attributed to the outer segment
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FIG. 5. The ciliary rootlet as an essential support structure for the cilium. (A) Fragility of photoreceptors lacking rootlets. (Left) Nomarski
images of dissected retinas indicating mutant photoreceptors are much more prone to breakage at the ciliary base. Bar, 10 m. (Right)
Quantification of the data shown in a bar graph (mean ⫾ SEM, n ⫽ 6 for each genotype, P ⬍ 0.01). (B) Static nature of rootletin fibers shown
by quantitative FRAP analysis. The numbers in the parentheses are sample numbers. (C) Interaction of rootletin with actin shown by coimmunoprecipitation. IgG, normal rabbit immunoglobulin G; Root, rabbit antirootletin antibody; IP, immunoprecipitate; Input (cell lysate), 5%.
(D) Colocalization of rootletin and actin filaments by immunofluorescence. (Upper panel) Recombinant rootletin polymers cause a redistribution
of actin filaments so that a fraction of the actin filaments colocalizes with the rootlet fibers. (Lower panel) Actin colocalizes with the native rootlet
in a photoreceptor cell. OS, outer segment; DIC, differential-interference contrast. Bars, 5 m.

defect and photoreceptor cell loss. Thus, ciliary rootlets are
essential for the long-term survival of the photoreceptors.
To ascertain if the rootlet is dispensable for motile cilia, we
examined lungs in the aged mutant mice for evidence for
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. This could arise if mucociliary clearance was compromised as a result of motile cilium defects. We found no significant alveolar wall destruction,
subepithelial fibrosis in the bronchioles, or accumulation of
Charcot-Leyden crystal-like deposits, which are hallmarks of
allergic inflammation. We did see an increased incidence of
lymphocyte infiltration around bronchioles and blood vessels
in the mutant lungs (Fig. 4D). Lymphocyte infiltration occurred in mice of advanced age (18 to 24 months), which
approaches the natural life span of the mice, suggesting that
the deleterious effect is subtle and takes considerable time to

become manifest. These findings do suggest that loss of the
rootlets has a negative impact on motile cilium function and/or
maintenance.
The ciliary rootlet provides essential structural support. We
postulated that the photoreceptor cell death and pathological
changes in the lung in the mutant might arise from a compromise in structural integrity of ciliated cells. We noticed that
under conditions of gentle dissection, the inner segments of
mutant photoreceptor cells easily broke apart, while the control photoreceptor cells remained intact (Fig. 5A). To quantify
the fragility of photoreceptor cells, we counted the number of
the broken outer segments in the same volume of media in
which the retina was dissected. The number of broken outer
segments from the mutant retina was about 2.7-fold higher
than the ones from the control retina (Fig. 5A). The Student t
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test showed a significant difference between the two groups (P
⬍ 0.01). Thus, this result suggests that the rootlet-null photoreceptors may also be vulnerable to the mechanical stress in
vivo. Our finding of a much higher percentage of nonresponsive cells during single-cell recording, which involved gentle
dissection, was consistent with this interpretation.
Furthermore, we reasoned that if the ciliary rootlet provides
critical structural support, it should have a static and stable
structure. We studied the dynamics of monomer-polymer exchange in the recombinant rootletin fibers in COS cells. Timelapse fluorescence recording found little active growth and
shortening of the individual green fluorescent protein-tagged
rootletin fibers in the span of 20 min (data not shown), suggesting that the rootletin fibers are not under constant flux at
their ends. To study the dynamics of the recombinant rootletin
along its fibers, we performed FRAP, a technique that has
been widely used to study cytoskeleton dynamics. In this assay,
the time required for fluorescence recovery in the bleached
region of a polymer gives a measure of the exchange rate
between the polymer and monomers in the cytoplasm. As
shown in Fig. 5B, it took 110 min for rootletin fibers to recover
about 70% of its original fluorescence. At this time point the
recovery phase appeared to have reached a plateau, suggesting
that the remaining 30% of rootletin polymer would take much
longer to undergo complete exchange, if it occurred at all. In
comparison, green fluorescent protein-tagged vimentin, an intermediate filament protein known to be less dynamic than
microtubules and actin filaments, took a shorter time to fully
recover. Thus, the rootletin fibers appear even more stable
than vimentin. In addition, during the FRAP experiment of
rootletin, we did not detect any polarity of the fluorescence
recovery along the bleached rootletin fibers or any migration of
the bleached regions towards either the centrosome or the cell
periphery, indicating no polarization of rootletin polymerization and no treadmilling for rootletin fibers.
For the ciliary rootlet to function as a strong structural
support, it was expected to integrate with other cytoskeletal
systems within the cell. We therefore investigated whether
there are physical interactions between the rootlet and actin
filaments or microtubules. We performed immunoprecipitation of rootletin from control and mutant retinal lysates and
found that actin, but not tubulin, coprecipitated with rootletin
(Fig. 5C). Actin was also coimmunoprecipitated with recombinant rootletin from COS cell lysate (data not shown). We
then asked if there was colocalization between the rootlets and
actin filaments. In COS cells transfected with rootletin, there
was varied overlap between rootletin and actin immunostaining signals, some with substantial overlap (Fig. 5D, upper panels). In comparison, there was little overlap between rootletin
fibers and microtubules (data not shown). To validate these
findings in vivo, we performed double labeling for actin and
rootletin in photoreceptor cells and found strong actin staining
along the rootlet (Fig. 5D, lower panels). These results suggest
that the ciliary rootlets stably associate with actin filaments in
ciliated cells.
The ciliary rootlet is involved in organizing cellular organelles. Large membranous saccules normally wrap around
the rootlets through the length of the photoreceptor inner
segments, which are visible by electron microscopy on both
longitudinal (26) and cross (Fig. 6A) sections. By electron

microscopy, we found that, in the absence of the rootlets, these
membranous organelles became randomized in the inner segments (Fig. 6A and B). Changes in the orientation of the basal
bodies were also notable; on average, basal bodies in mutant
photoreceptors are arranged at much larger angles than they
are in the WT (Fig. 2D and 6C). Localization of the mitochondria, normally concentrated around the periphery of apical
inner segments, remained unchanged in the mutant (Fig. 6A).
DISCUSSION
This study has resolved the long-standing question concerning the structure and function of the striated ciliary rootlet. To
study the in vivo functions of the ciliary rootlet, we created and
analyzed lines of rootletin mutant mice. Elimination of rootletin expression ablated ciliary rootlets in all ciliated cells. This
finding formally demonstrates that rootletin is the major, and
likely only, structural component of the ciliary rootlet. Our
analyses of the mutant mice devoid of rootlets help define the
in vivo functions of this structure. Thus, the rootlets were
found to be dispensable for ciliary development and basal
functions but required for the long-term stability of some types
of cilia. Among them, the photoreceptors stand out as the type
of cells particularly sensitive to a loss of the rootlets. This is
almost certainly due to the fact that photoreceptors elaborate
the light-sensing outer segments, the largest mammalian cilia
by far. Any shear force encountered by the outer segments
would be magnified multiple times by the leverage effect when
sensed at the point of anchor. Within the connecting cilia and
basal outer segments, the tightly packed axonemal microtubule
bundles provide rigidity and support. At points proximal to the
basal bodies, it appears that the ciliary rootlet assumes a major
structural role. Indeed, gentle dissection of the retina in vitro
causes massive breakage of the “rootletless” photoreceptors,
primarily at the junction between inner and outer segments
and sometimes within the inner segments. The age-dependent
photoreceptor degeneration in the mutant mice may therefore
be attributed, at least in part, to an increased vulnerability to
mechanical stress.
The in vitro experiments in the present study lend support to
the notion that the rootlets function primarily as a support
structure. First, we demonstrate by time-lapse fluorescence
recording and FRAP experiments that the rootletin fibrous
network in transfected cells is a very stable structure. These
findings are consistent with our previous report that recombinant rootletin fibers do not fully disassemble even during mitosis, suggesting that rootletin fibers are among the least dynamic of all cytoskeletons. There are three major fibrous
cytoskeletal networks in cells: microtubules, actin filaments,
and intermediate filaments. The first two are usually more
dynamic, undergoing active changes in their lengths and rapid
recovery in FRAP experiments (1, 16). Intermediate filaments
are relatively more stable (8, 21, 27, 28). Rootletin shares
certain structural characteristics with intermediate filaments.
Both rely on rod domains for polymerization and lateral interactions. Indeed, the recovery time for rootletin in FRAP experiments is similar to that of keratin, the most stable form of
intermediate filaments. Mutations or deletions of keratins
cause blistering skin diseases (6), indicating that keratins confer critical structural stability to epidermis against mechanical
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FIG. 6. The rootlet is an organizer for cellular organelles in photoreceptors. (A) Cross sections through the apical region of photoreceptor inner
segments show membranous saccules surrounding the rootlet fibers (arrow) in the WT (⫹/⫹) but randomized saccules in the mutant (–/–). The
localization of mitochondria, normally concentrated around the periphery of a cell, remains unchanged in the mutant. Bar, 0.15 m. (B) Highermagnification image from the WT in panel A, focusing on the rootlet and surrounding membranes. Bar, 60 nm. (C) Bar graph showing the counts
of basal body pairs arranged in different angular relationships.

stress. Thus, the similarity in structure and dynamics that rootletin shares with intermediate filaments supports the in vivo
function of the ciliary rootlet in mechanical support.
Second, we present evidence that the ciliary rootlet integrates with actin filaments, which are known to support cells
against mechanical stress. In photoreceptor cells, actin filaments exist throughout the cells. They are especially enriched
in the distal end of the inner segments, where the rootlets
originate. Thus, the integration between these two cytoskeletal
networks in cells probably enhances the structural support of
the ciliary rootlet. Because we did not find actin as a rootletininteracting protein in our previous yeast two-hybrid screen
using the rootletin fragments as baits, the integration between
rootletin and actin may be indirect, or the interaction occurs
only between filamentous forms of the two cytoskeletal proteins. The association between rootletin and actin filaments
and a reported interaction between the rootlet and intermediate filaments (11) may contribute substantially to the role of
the rootlet as an important support structure.
The present study confirms that rootlets serve to anchor
membranous organelles within the photoreceptor inner segments. Large membranous saccules that normally surround the
rootlets in photoreceptor inner segments become randomized
in the absence of rootlets. It is possible, though unconfirmed,
that an interaction between rootletin and the cortical actin
filaments on the cytoplasmic faces of the membranes is responsible for the congregation of membranes around the rootlets.
Also unclear at the present is the identity of the membranous
saccules and how much, if any, the loss of anchor to these

membranous organelles contributes to the photoreceptor degeneration.
The present study also identifies rootletin as a candidate
gene for human retinal degeneration. Based on the murine
data, the corresponding human retinal degeneration may be
one of late onset, possibly with systemic manifestation of a
ciliary defect, such as respiratory tract symptoms. The disease
course of rootletin-related retinal degeneration may be influenced by cumulative life experiences. For example, sport or
job-related activities that are prone to high levels of physical
impact might well exacerbate the course of disease. From this
perspective, identification of rootletin gene mutations that
cause retinal degeneration may provide both prognostic and
treatment benefits to patients.
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